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Day-1 
 Registration & Inauguration 

 Self Introduction 

 Define Expectations –the delegates’ were divided into small groups. The group 

discussion cantered around the expectations of the delegates of this management 

training programme. 

 

 

 Group Interaction 

Topics Covered: 

 The first session was Group exercise in which  on team building was the theme 

 Decision making  

 Re-capitulation 
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Day-2 
 Kudumbashree  & IRMA 

      Kudumbashree and Me by Prof.Hitesh .V.Bhatt, director of IRMA.He narrated about his views 

and experience with Kudumbashree.He proclaimed both Kudumbashree and IRMA are almost 

similier activities as bothwere led by two eminent personalities Dr.Varghese Kurian andShri. 

T.K.Jose IAS.He described briefly about Jose sir and his vision about Kudumbashree. 

 Decision making  

It was a new experience we had in the following session on analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP) which is based on decision making. Not only theory but also practical 

class included. 
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 Motivation-theories 

There was a continuous3 hour session on motivation. It was generally felt that 

the long winding sessions lasting for over three hours may not serve the purpose. There 

for it may be suggested the theme motivation could be divided into sub themes with 

smaller duration classes. The session is expected to be interactive including relevant 

group dynamics. However it was not so, a suggestion was made at the end of the 

session to make it more lively and meaning full which was accepted by resource person. 

 Movie about amul story 

They showed us a movie about evolution of Amul which was very inspiring after the 

recapitulation. 

Day-3  
 Communication 

We had a training session regarding writing business proposals and emails. It was based on 

written communication and this was very much helpful. 
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 Sectoral  best practices-social empowerment 

A case study on social empowerment was the highlight of the next sessions. It dealt with 

sectorial best practices at various aspects of social empowerment were discussed here. 

There was also a study of an organisation named PREM(PEOPLE”S RURAL EDUCATION 

MOVEMENT) located at Odisha.The microfinance programmes conducted by PREM there 

was elaborately discussed. 

 Leadership 

   The next session was the group activity on leadership four groups are created, each having 

a leader. The task given was to built a three dimensional house with in 30 minutes. White 

chart paper, sketch pen and a marking scale were the only materials provided. The members 

were given the options to utilize any material that they could gather from the surroundings. 

This was a difficult and trainees took it as a challenge. 

 Amul dairy visit 

    The last leg of days 3 was a very refreshing exercise.The highlight was team visit to the 

prestigious Amul diary which the city is known for a number of healthy process, habits and 

practices were observed in the amul industrial area. Having heard repeatedly about the 

laurels of Varghese kurian, the founder of Gujarat milk marketing federations known as 

amul. i couldn’t help being proud us to mr.Kurian one of the most well-known malayalee  

stalwart. It was an opportunity for us to watch and learn about the functioning of 
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machineries and making of various milk products. It was explained that around 1000 diverse 

milk products are made by amul and a sizeable number is turned out from this premises. 

Day-4 
 Written communication 

In the morning session we had a communicative English class based on effective writing 

methods and grammar in our communication 

 Leadership 

A continuation of the previous day’s topics on leadership happened in the second session of 

the day. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Team dynamics 

Topics were conflict resolutions, perceptions and a case study was discussed. 

 Issues in economic empowerment under kudumbashree 

A study was made about kudumbashree discussion held on economic empowerment, group 

enterprises etc. 

 Field visit-mujkuva village 
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We had a visit to dairy co-operative society at mujkuwa village, met and discussed with 

chairman and secretary. We also visited some villagers and their farm. Since these kinds of 

field visits evoke great interest among the participants, it was felt that a whole day could be 

set aside for this purpose. Only then the team members get adequate opportunity to 

interact with the farmers in the village who are the unsung heroes behind the screen. 

 

Day-5 
 Evidence based decision making –continued 

Morning there was a practical session on evidence based decision making. We were given 

assignment in which we had to identify the best suitable method to be implemented, 

followed by a case study. 

 Sectoral  best practices-women empowerment 

There was a brief discussion based on gender and this went through only existing gender 

issues. It didn’t cover widely as what to do next and further how can it be improved etc. 

 Leadership-continued 

Next was about leadership. The different ways off implementation, how according to the 

situation it has to be implemented this discussion was effective. 

 Re-entry plan 

Again we formed group in sector wise and had to explain how we would implement the 

learning we acquired in these five days in our job. We were asked to present the same after 

a discussion in the group 

  Valedictory & feedback 

Observations from group: 

     Overall the training was very effective it helped us to understand certain things 

better, had a good experience to meet good personalities and mingle with the 

group. I would say there was less activity oriented training in topics such as 

motivation and social empowerment, everything came out very much beneficial. 

we also had only few hours to visit the villages as i think a whole day is required for field 

visit as it is very time consuming. We could have interacted with farmers and study about 

their livelihood if we had got enough time. 

To put it in a nut shell this was really a golden opportunity and we thank you for the 

same. We really enjoyed learning and this will really make us more efficient, enthusiastic in 

our future endeavours. 

 

 

 

 

              Report submitted by  

Asha Paul 

DPM-Tribal 

Wayanad 


